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6.Common problems and proposed solutions

5.Notes for installation and debugging
Please check if pressure switch and alarm bell are in good condition before installation. Make sure water can 
not leak to system from water supplying system or there's equipment to discharge the leaked water. 
Please adjust all the ball valves to make sure the basic valve be in set condition.
Make sure anti-reset controller is in good condition and seal well before installation. If there's water with 
pressure in front of the valve, please closed ball valve (7), (9) and electromagnetic valve when it's in empty 
state behind the basic valve, press the anti-reset controller, when up cavity of basic valve is full of water 
please check if there's any leakage behind the valve. If no leakage, it said anti-reset controller is in good 
condition. 

Common Problems Proposed Solutions

Press anti-reset controller after 
fire-out, there's still water coming 
out behind the valve.

a.Check if any sundries or damage on the sealing surface of basic valve or anti-reset controller.
b.Check if any damage on diaphragm. 
c.Check if controlling valve (7), (8) and (9) were closed completely. Close them or replace with
   new ones.

When open controlling valve  (7), 
(8) and (9) no water comes out 
from the basic valve. 

a.Check if controlling valve (7), (8) and (9) were opened. Close them or replace with new ones.
b.Check if there's block on stem of basic valve, repair it. 

4.Typical installation illustration
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